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Regarding Hookup/Meetup Apps
Posted by YeshivaGuy - 16 Aug 2020 03:37
_____________________________________

Hey guys, as you may know in my previous thread, 

im 21 and struggling. 

I haven’t been on porn sites, but have been struggling with YouTube and trying hard to stop
and make gedarim.

On this thread I’d like to discuss a different sugya.

Ill be honest and blunt.

There have been many times in the last few months that I’ve gotten my parents to unlock the
AppStore and Download hookup/meetup apps.

Ive spoken time attractive girls, and def could’ve hooked up but held back from going beyond
the app.

Im wondering if others struggle with this.

Im amazed by how easy it is to do this, which is what’s so scary.

Thanks

========================================================================
====

Re: Regarding Hookup/Meetup Apps
Posted by Meyer M. - 16 Aug 2020 04:03
_____________________________________

YeshivaGuy wrote on 16 Aug 2020 03:37:

Hey guys, as you may know in my previous thread, 

im 21 and struggling. 
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I haven’t been on porn sites, but have been struggling with YouTube and trying hard to stop
and make gedarim.

On this thread I’d like to discuss a different sugya.

Ill be honest and blunt.

There have been many times in the last few months that I’ve gotten my parents to unlock the
AppStore and Download hookup/meetup apps.

Ive spoken time attractive girls, and def could’ve hooked up but held back from going beyond
the app.

Im wondering if others struggle with this.

Im amazed by how easy it is to do this, which is what’s so scary.

Thanks

I don't have any experience with this but it definitely is scary and be careful

========================================================================
====

Re: Regarding Hookup/Meetup Apps
Posted by wilnevergiveup - 16 Aug 2020 07:01
_____________________________________

YeshivaGuy wrote on 16 Aug 2020 03:37:

Ill be honest and blunt.
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A great place to start!

========================================================================
====

Re: Regarding Hookup/Meetup Apps
Posted by the.guard - 16 Aug 2020 11:51
_____________________________________

We just put together a 3 part article on the false allure of infidelity which I believe can also help
with your question.

I would also strongly suggest making a shvuah never to download or use any hookup/meetup
apps. See the TaPHSiC method for a SAFE way to make this vow, and for suggestions of how
to say it.

Here is part of the nussach:

"If I initiate contact with - or respond positively to - any woman other than my wife for a sexually
related purpose (including by app, e-mail, chat, webcams, etc.) then..."

========================================================================
====

Re: Regarding Hookup/Meetup Apps
Posted by Im Tevakshena Kakasef - 17 Aug 2020 11:16
_____________________________________

I can't say I've never thought about it, but its crossing a line a line for me. And that's a line I'd
rather leave uncrossed.

Do as the guard said. I just want to ask one question. I don't know how frum you are. But on the
hookup apps, do you leave you're kapple / yamulka on for the photo? I imagine not. I bet you do
when you do p&m. Whats the difference? Because to be involved in a hookup is something not
so private. Its a level further than p&m. One has to remove his entire jewish identity to hookup
with a goyess. And that's another level entirely.
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https://guardyoureyes.com/articles/questions-and-answers/item/infidelity?onepage=1
https://guardyoureyes.com/tools/taphsic-method
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Could be I misunderstood, and you just like the thrill of chatting up the girls, not that you are
worried at all you may come to actually meet up. But its a slippery slope best avoided.

Much Hatzlocha.

========================================================================
====
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